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Abstract

We describe a classical mechanism and 'classroom' experiment which reproduce the predictions of Quantum

Mechanics (QM) and circumvents Bells theorem. Original assumptions of QM are overtaken by findings of non

mirror-symmetry of angular momentum and electron 'spin flip'. When invoked an underlying mechanism for

spin ½ superposition emerges as a 'duality' of spin direction subject to observer orientation. The requirement

for quantum state reduction is removed. A new and central role for detector/filter electromagnetic (EM) field

electrons is identified, where setting and interaction can determine the momentum transfer direction, so also

set the spin 'finding'. So called 'singlet state' pairs are then only distinguishable via their opposing directions

of travel. We describe a classical and repeatable experiment using spectral coloured discs which reproduces

QM prediction both locally and in A,B correlation. Malus' Law; (I) ∞ cos2θ  emerges, where Intensity (of

momentum transfer) is proportional to the square of the cosine of the angle between particle axis and field.

The hypothesis was predicted by a hierarchical model of 'discrete fields' bounded by fermion/EM interactions.

The model predicted that the Aspect and Weihs experiments 'time-resolved pair' findings should contain

anomalies. The anomalous data was found but, as no consistent theory existed to fit, the inconsistencies were

attributed to systemic problems and data discarded or ignored. A good time resolved pair experiment will

falsify our models prediction of local detector dependence. Uncertainty would be reduced but remain non-

zero within a causal universe. The convergence of “the classical and the quantum domain" anticipated by John

Bell would be enabled.

     Nonlinear Dynamics, Particles and Fields, Quantum Physics.

1. Introduction.

'Entanglement' is considered in terms of action-

at-a-distance or 'nonlocal state reduction'; Bob

and Alice, far apart, may find identical spin states

from split handed spin ½ particles ('singlet states'

1,0, or spin up/down) when using identical

detector field angle settings (= full correlation). If

Alice then switches to the opposite setting and

finds the same state, Bob should then find the

opposite state (full anti-correlation). By making

that choice Alice has dictated Bob's finding,

instantly and beyond communication range. A

bizarre implication is that Alice can seem to have

influenced Bob's setting the instant hers changed,

or vice versa. Statistical correlations of

experimental findings by 'weak measurement'

(WM) confirm the 'QM predictions', including

that if Alices changes detector setting, then the

seting of Bob's, beyond communication range,

may somehow be instantaneously changed. Local

classical effects also have a limit of 'inequalities'

from randomness. John Bell (1964 [1]) shows that

the observed quantum correlations violate that

limit, so are stronger than any theory of local

local hidden variables can produce. The

'probability amplitude' of the classical limit



violations has a cosine distribution of inequalities

each side of a 50:50 correlation at 90o.  

The Einstein, Podolski, Rosen (EPR) view (1935

[2]) was that proposing QM as 'complete'; “leads

to unnatural theoretical interpretations". Bells

theoroem then provided a tautological

mathematical proof and a written statement

interpreting the finding as;  "No physical theory

of local hidden variables can ever reproduce all

the predictions of quantum mechanics.”  The

algorithym and statement appear to precisely

correspond. We will however identify a subtle

difference between the two, agreeing the

algorithm but with a domain constrained by the

assumptions used. Bell also believed that "there

is no boundary...between the classical and the

quantum domain" yet his finding helped to diverge

QM from Einstein's Special Theory of Relatity

(SR). The theorem has been verified by various

experiments, some reducing identified

'loopholes'. A fundamental loophole is that QM

or Bell may have made some false hidden

assumption, not yet identified. We will show that

an incomplete description of what 'spin ½' and

'superposition' mean gives rise to the apparent

paradox, and that Bell was correct about the

classical and quantum domains.  'Entanglement'

is explained logically, without state reduction,

and with reduced but non-zero uncertainty. 

2. Motivation and background

Concepts such as 'spin', 'spin ½ particles' and

'superposition' are not physically defined and are

poorly understood. We propose that a hidden

'starting assumption' that a spin ½ state has only

a binary quantum angular momentum (QAM)

'direction' has left understanding incomplete.

Statistical analysis of bulk 'weak measurement'

data cannot access real pair comparisons to find

any flaw. We offer different assumptions about

what spin ½ states physically mean which then

allow reproductions of all the QM predictions

classically, including experimentally. We used the

EPR case to test a hypothesis of particle dynamics

which suggested that all electromagnetic (EM)

detection (so all electron-positron-proton)

interactions are influential on state, so forming

local observer dependent domain 'boundaries'. 

A discrete 'field' model (DFM) emerges, where

modulations of state can modulate the signal

('wavefunction') to effect a frame change. We

show that parity violating electron field 'spin flip',

can reverse apparent spin direction of

propagating particles detected by electrons (i.e.

Ibañez-Azpiroz et al. 2012 [3] )with wide

consequences (Jefferson Lab 2014 [4]) . Orbital

angular momentum (OAM) and quantum 'spin'

may then be considered as interchangable

descriptions between ('spin/orbit') gauges. The

'internal' QAM of 'spin' may then be OAM at a

smaller scale. A gauge model as suggested in

Figure 1 is consistent with the recent static

representation of electron dynamics from the

Planck Institute (Sturm et al. 2014 [5]).  (The

helical 'twist' morphology repeats at the largest

scale in the CMBR). Arkani-Hamed et al (2012 [6])

have confirmed our proposed recursive gauge

structure to interaction probability outcomes.

A static orbiting dipole describes a toroid, the

ubiquitous form of a sphere's EM field. A dipole's

axial translation in an ambient medium describes

twin helical charge paths, the 2D representation

of which is two 'superposed' waves. We invoke

FIG 1: Gauged OAM and quantum AM. The static case

(see [5]) adds undulation to the path. 2D waves represent

helical 3D orbital paths (direction arbitrary). Twin orbiting

charges +1,-1 describe a double helix at that gauge. Note

that classical 'spin ½' 720o return of state is possible. PAJ.



QAM of internal charge in the helical frame, so

giving the 720o return of state  of spin ½ particles

when combined with orbital AM (see FIG 1). The

'non mirror-symmetry' of AM direction can then

apply in QM. Falsifiable predictions emerge

including the proposition that time-resolved

photon pair correlation will reveal an 'orbital'

anisotropy, or 180o 'twist', in the findings.

The common statistical weak measurement

experimental methods have no access to single

pair comparisons, but Alain Aspect et al. (1981

[7]), (1982 [8]) carried out a precise time-

resolved pair experiment which would falsify the

hypothesis of our discrete field model. No such

anomalies were reported in the main published

Aspect findings, but evidence of electron

structure did support our hypothesis (discussed

in Jackson 2103 [9]). Aspect's original French

language thesis was found to report aberrations

in the data, including that his signal source

seemed “not rotationally invariant" (Aspect 1983

[10]). Over 99.999% of Aspects data was excluded

due to this apparent instrument problem as no

theory explaining the aberration existed. The

similar Weihs et al (1998 [11])  experiment

correctly attributed similar rotations to the

detector, noting  a dependency of angle on

(electro-optic modulator) voltage. No theoretical

analysis was offered. A time- resolved experiment

will be able to falsify our hypothesis of 'spin flip'

and duality. Figure 2 shows the 'relative' nature of

OAM and how momentum is conserved without

conservation of detected 'direction'. Our second

order distribution arises from relative detector

electron orientation. Spin ½ 'superposition'

emerges as the clock-wise/anticlockwise duality

inherant in all angular momentum. The observed

spin direction is then dependent on the direction

of translational motion, and therefore on the

relationship with the detector.  Detector

orientation also changes with field orientaton

(flips 180o). The combination has profound

implications on fundamental QM assumptions.

Detectors may consist of an adjustable filter then

twin photomultiplyers. We discuss the process in

more detail below, but show that the dualistic

dynamic structure of detector electron field

particles dictate what is 'measured'. Stronger or

deeper fermion fields (including unbound

positrons and protons) should have greater

effects (shorter extinction distances). We then

show how the interaction produces the

FIG 2: 'Duality' of spin ½ QAM. Particle spin state is subject to propagation direction and therefore relative

observer orientation. Rotating a filter or detector EM field direction through 90o on any axis 'flips' the electron

spin direction. A different (relative) spin state is 'presented' so detected on interactions (angular momentum

transfer) each side of 90o. Momentum is conserved but observed spin direction will have a 50% probability in

all cases, contrary to an early assumption of QM. Note similarities to the Amperian 'loop' model. PAJ.



'entanglement' effect found, along with it's

unequal distribution. We agree Bells view of "no

boundary" between classical and quantum

descriptions and propose that the solution

outlined here allows convergence of QM and SR

via the detectors (symmetrical) influence as 'part

of the system'  Electron absorption and Raman

scattering to c in the detectors discrete local rest

frame, as part of a hierarchy of co-moving inertial

systems at all scales, recovers relativistic Local

Reality and the SR postulates.

2. Is it a conspiracy?

A 'no-conspiracy' condition prevents suggested

'trivial' circumvention of Bell's theorem by pre-

arranged collusion between Bob and Alice or the

particles, or individual asymmetric effects on the

particles from the detectors. Some overstatement

of 'no-conspiracy' has suggested excluding any

detector interactions. The QM prediction itself

clearly requires detector filter interactions and

effects. All detector effects should then follow

the same assumptions of being independent,

symmetrically identical and consistent. 

If the 'switch' of apparent direction at a detector

were to be considered as a form of conspiracy it

would be one inherent in nature, so is better

termed an 'entanglement'. The 'square' waves of

signals in waveguides are representation of

binary 'reversal switches'. Nature seems to object

to square waves and blends or 'degrades' them to

curves. Now consider where the 'switch point'

lies in sine curves evolved from binary signals.

The reversal 'switch' is centred at the mid height

point, where the tangent is nearest to the

vertical. The mid height point also represents the

90o detector setting angle where we identify the

spin 'flip' occurs. The highest probability of a

correct spin finding then occurs at the angles

where transferred momentum intensity is at it's

highest, which coincides with the most horizontal

curve tangents.  The wave peaks and troughs

then represent the relative angles providing the

maximum positive and negative momentum

transfer; 0o and 180o.

3. Angular momentum 

We analyse the role and consequences of

detector interactions in 'flipping' detected spin

direction along with the wavefunction and OAM.

The non-linear energy potential change results

from the wave energy superposition, phase shift,

and non mirror symmetry. In 3D space; 'up' and

+/- are concepts only valid relatively to any one

'detector'. Spin state direction is then  a function

of propagation direction. Non mirror symmetry

means that if a Chiral clockwise particle were to

be propagating axially in the 'opposite' direction

it would then be an anticlockwise particle. If the

detector field direction is 'reversed' the finding

would be 'flipped' or 'twisted' 180o on detection.

An original assumption of QM was that spin state

cannot change due to the conservation laws but

is unverified. We show that the assuption of spin

direction conservation is false due to AM axis

reversal (y, z, axis 'inversion'). Linear propagation

adds momentum and the propagation axis itself

is conserved. Detector electrons are however 'at

rest' in the field so can rotate on all three axes in

response to magnetic field angle. The original

emitter simply dictates at random which side

faces the propagation direction each time or

which side is 'up'. We find the 'flip due to non

mirror-symmetry of spin states reproduces all the

QM violations. No inference that 'matching' spin

states for entangled pairs cannot be found is

required. We describe topological relationships

but as many parts of particle interaction process

are not yet fully understood we cannot also

precisely derive the mechanism.

The violation of the Bell inequalities found at

single particle/single detector interactions is

consistent with 'statistical independence'

conditions for ideal experiments and provides

strong supporting evidence for our hypothesis.

No 'special' spin state is required to rationalise

our findings. Shafiee and Golshani (2003 [12])

showed that regardless of the locality

assumption, the inequality can be violated over

successive events by some quantum predictions.

Brida et al (2008 [13])  confirmed the single

particle violations. In the singlet state case each



detector must be considered as such an

independent case. Our classical model of local

violations is then experimentally verified.

4. Method.

Using first principles we describe a classical

classroom experiment using independent coin

tosses between two rooms and two identical

'detectors', incorporating a sequential spectral

range of colours between Red and Green. Alice

and Bob have a binary 'tick box' choice. The angle

setting and heads/tails call combine to show a

colour, They must then decide if that colour is

closer to 'Red' or 'Green' each time. Difficulty and

uncertainty peaks at pale orange-yellow, which

we call 'sand', mid way between Red and Green

(R/G). The colours are sequentially numbered but

the 'heads/tails' (H/T) sets are handed. We also

conceptually describe the particle analogy using

angular momentum and OAM reversal. Quantum

spin reversal relaxes a strict limit about 'what we

can say about a particle'.  

5. Classroom experiment

We describe a classical conspiracy free

experiment which may be analogue or electronic.

OAM dynamics are modelled as dipoles with

orbiting maximum and minimum (or positive and

negative) 'charges'. The orbital dynamics in the

centre of mass rest frame describe a torus or a

sphere. When 'split', a single spinning torus

source divides into a pair of torii which then

propagate in opposite directions on their axis, so

present opposite spin states to bodies they

approach, but only due to their non mirror-

symmetry.  We model the interaction with filter

or detector field electrons with similar

characteristics. Electron orientation is then

variable on three axes and subject to field 'angle'

setting. Orientation ('up') can be arbitrary with

respect to the approaching dipole axis but we

note the common 'up' direction of most

experimental convention.

1. Alice and Bob await with friends in two rooms

far apart. A coin is tossed midway between the

rooms. The random Head/Tails (H/T) 'signal' is

sent in opposite directions to each room. The H/T

finding sets the opposing spin directions of the

torii; clockwise or anti-clockwise subject to

vector.  

2. The 'signals' consist of rings with sequential

spectral colours from Green to Red. Which we'll

simplify to a semi circle with seven colours,

designated; Green>Lime>Yellow>Sand> Buff>

Orange>Red. Each ring has a 'Heads' and 'Tails'

sides (H/T) with the colour sequences running in

opposite directions (Tails clockwise, Heads

counter-clockwise). 

3. The appropriate H or T side meets the detector

(or 'filter') dial, which is a similar ring with a

single slot which can be positioned anywhere on

the circumference by turning the dial between 0o

and 360o . We will use only 7 settings;  0, 30, 60,

90, 120, 150 and 180o .  

4. After the 'toss' but just before arrival of the

random H/T signal angle settings are freely and

independently chosen and selected by Alice (A)

and Bob (B). On arrival of the signal a colour

corresponding to the selected setting for that

side appears in the slot. 

5. Alice and Bob, or one friend each time, then

has to decide if the colour that appears is; MORE

RED or MORE GREEN. They then enter their

setting angle into either an 'R' or 'G' box. Each

round then has outputs; Colour (R/G) and

Number (0-180) for each observer A/B.

6. Repeat ad infinitum. Note that neither 'round

number' or 'Head/Tails' data (ostensibly) is

available to aid (WM) statistical analysis. For

time-resolved (TR) pair experiments the

sequential number of the round is also recorded.

Clearly the decision is easier the closer the

colours are to red and green (i.e. orange and

lime).

We now have results from a classical classroom

experiment, with no sampling deficiency or

conspiracy. The full 'sample space' circuit of

possible outcomes of each round for each



'detector' is 49 tuples (7 x 7).  The top line of

table 1 shows the 7 settings and colours for

Heads. The third line down shows the choice if

'Tails' arrived, from the same 7 colours which is

simply the 'flip' side of the spectral ring.  Note

that the detector setting, which dictates the field

electron orientation angle, is always critical in

determining the colour. However, as an orbit has

no set 'up or 'down', arrival may be on any vector,

and we have no individual particle data from

weak measurement, no recognisable 'datum'

exists to expose the relation.

TABLE 1. CLASSROOM EXPERIMENT PROTOCOL
  _______________________________________________________________________________

   _______________________________________________________________________________

 Red,  Orange,  Buff,  Sand,  Yellow,  Lime, Green

Heads 180   150   120   90     60      30       0   
                                                         

Tails        0     30     60     90   120   150   180

             Green, Lime, Yellow,  Sand,  Buff,  Orange,  Red

Two identical 7 card packs, each card with different (Heads

& Tails) sides. Setting angles are randomly selected prior to

knowledge of H/T state. One colour is then shown. Any

number/colour from either line is possible for both A and B

in all cases. The result is a logical tautology, as was Bells.

A. Entanglement

No conception that spin 'axis' can be flipped

existed when formulating QM. Conservation of

momentum and spin direction ('state') led to a

natural assumption that each 'singlet state' half

of a pair can't be found with the same spin

direction. We redefine 'superposed spin ½' states

as identical non-mirror symmetric states. Spin

may indeed then remain opposite in the frame of

equivalent A,B observer states as the particles

linear momentum and axis is conserved.

'Findings' are however not independent from

detector state, so are independent from each

other and random. The QM assumption that half

of potential A,B outcomes are excluded does not

then apply. 

We must take care to distinguish between

sequential local detector findings and WM

correlation of A,B.  Pairs are found in WM

experiments to correlate perfectly at identical

settings but to have the opposite, perfect ANTI

correlation at  (180o) opposing settings.

Uncertainty peaks at 90o. In the individual

detector case we hypothesise that the same

setting will always find the same result, and

opposite settings will find the opposite result.  In

the local case the change at 90o is due to the

detector field 'flip'. The effect of the flip then

reverses all findings. Hidden in the data for A,B

correlation are then both identical and opposite

spin states for 'singlet pairs'. In statistical

correlation the 90o condition is 'relative', so

applies at 90o to all and any angles. We discuss

both cases further below. The rule is that at 90o,

non mirror symmetry of spin reverses

'clockwise/clockwise' detector interactions to

become 'anticlockwise/clockwise interactions.

The change point correlates to the field 'torus'

interacting at 90o to the approaching torus, so

changes relative direction of OAM transferred, or

'spin direction detected'. 

Spin state 'found' is then a 'relative' dynamic. In

the common case of an angled filter preceding a

photomultiplier; a photon may be absorbed and

re-emitted as modulated by the electron spin

angle at the filter field.  There is no circumstance

where one detector can effect or needs to affect

the outcome at the other. 'Entanglement' beyond

the local interaction case (at <c) then emerges as

a measure of our incomplete understanding of

discrete particle and field dynamics. The paradox

of apparent superluminal communication is

resolved by a change of initial assumption to

'locally discrete' EM fields modulating state

before obtaining a measurement 'output'.

B. Local Inequality Violation

In our experiment we first find maximum

uncertainty of Red/Green choice at and near 90o

setting (sand) and minimum uncertainty at and

near Red (180o) and Green (0o). Orange is most

certainly closer to Red than to Green, and Lime



closer to Green than Red, both with high

certainty.  Yellow and Buff however give far less

'certain' results for the 'Red/Green' choice.

However the 'certainty' measure shows a non-

linearity (inequality) with respect to equal

changes of angle. The inequality is in the findings

of both Bob and Alice independently, so violating

the Bell classical limit locally (but remember that

only time-resolved single pair comparisons can

access the local inequalities).  Some LOCAL

findings from a short run of 20 settings and

limited range of angle settings (for either Alice or

Bob) is shown in Table 2.  These findings are

classical and subjectively based, not statistical

correlations. 

TABLE 2. LOCAL FINDINGS

    

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

Angle chosen.  Finding,          Decision Certainty R or G

0o   or  180o    Green or Red        High certainty    ~  100% 

30o or  150o    Orange or Lime    Moderate       ~  3-16%  

60o  or  120o  Buff or Yellow       Low certainty  ~ 85-98%

90o        Sand                Max uncertainty   ~ 50%

Local Bell Inequality Violations from outcomes of subjective

answers to the question; Which colour is closest; Red or

Green?  Equal 30o increment setting angles change violates

the Bell inequalities.  90th Percentile range from 5 repeats

using 5 observers and 20 events each.

 _______________________________________________

A 'linear' result would give 33.3. % at 30o and

150o, and 66.6. % at 60o and 120o. The non-linear

local distribution does not contradict Bell's

mathematical proof but requires different

mathematics and is inconsistent with his written

interpretation due to the 'spin flip' and additional

distribution of secondary values. The distribution

'within' each half of the binary pair is represented

in Figure 3 by higher order 'spectrum' values or

colours within the binary choice Red/Green. The

right half of Fig. 3 shows the simplified colour

relationships, with maximum uncertainty at 90o.

(See also Table 3 and Figure 4 below).

C. Correlation Inequality A/B

We'll show an intuitive geometrical/ topological

logic of how local violation of the Bell inequalities

translates to statistical A/B correlations prior to

any mathematical derivation  We then extend the

classroom experiment, reproducing the non-

linear correlations subjectively and empirically.

The 'local' violation arose from apparent

'absolute' angle settings  but the A/B correlation

violation emerges from purely relative settings.

No setting is really 'absolute' because orientation

relates to particle vector, so  A and B may use a

common datum for 0o. An 'orbit' has a plane but

no 'up/down', so is invariant to planar  rotation

but not to rotation of an axis. The left hand side

of Figure 3 shows the fundamental non-linear

line/curve cosine (sine) relation fundamentally

responsible for the local violations of inequality

(see above) increasing; 0o <90o and 180o >90o. 

FIG 3. Spectral Ring. LEFT; Equal changes of angle give a

non-linear change to radius. From any point 90o from any

datum a 30o angle change ~14% value change, yet nearer

than 90o, say 30o, the change is 50%. (Cosine values).

RIGHT; a). At each detector setting, uncertainty increases

non linearly with setting from 0o up, 180o down, to 90o.

b). Local A/B findings are superposed at each angle. The

peak of uncertainty of correlation is then at 90o relative

to any angle on the orbit. Set one of the 90o pair of blue

lines, the other line will give the 50% correlation.  PAJ.



Weak measurement is quite different as the

methodology rearranges the findings into only

RELATIVE A/B angle bins (i.e. all settings with say

a 30o difference go into one set of A vs B). An

intuitive understanding of how 'local' translates

to 'relative' may be best achieved by considering

(the right half of) Figure 3 as a 'superposition' of

A and B findings at each angle: At say 60o; Alice

and Bob both found yellow. Each mostly then

chose 'Green', as closest, but less consistently

than they would with lime (30o). Statistics then

shows that sand correlates closely with yellow,

buff less well. Uncertainty peaks at orange, 90o

from yellow. (~50%). Beyond 90o  'anti-

correlation' takes over and increases. The non-

linearity arises because although 60o represents

one third of the circumference between 90o and

0o it is only ~14% of the radius so the cosine is

0.866 (see the left side of Fig.2). The Bell

inequality violation is already inherent in the A,B

probability data at each angle. The superposition

of A/B data then produces a 'mean' of the local

A/B inequalities. The 'spectral ring' of Fig. 3  tells

us the following;

1. All findings at identical A/B relative angles,

whatever the angle naturally correlate 100%.

2. All findings at directly opposing A/B relative angles

naturally anti correlate 100%.

3. Findings 90o apart (blue lines) at any orbital position

produce the maximum possible uncertainty for the

question; Correlate or Anti-Correlate? i.e. With 150o

(Orange) as the datum; Is 60o or 210o closest? At 90o

'difference' all such questions are undecidable

wherever on the orbit the datum is set.

4. As the cosine relation is orbitally invariant the non-

linearity 0o>90o-and 90o >180o always applies, i.e. A,B

Correlations for 'Sand' will be 100%, but the decision

for sand/red (90o) will be as difficult as for red/sand.

The mathematical proof is simply the cosine formula. 

5. No setting by A or B is required to set or constrain

the other to reproduce the full QM predictions.

The classical classroom experiment reproduces

the geometrical finding. (See appendix A for an

extended 22.5o/45o/67.5o version). The spectral

distribution of colours represents A,B settings

and the angle difference represents the likelihood

of any Red/Green binary outcome, or the

'probability density' of correlation or anti-

correlation in each case.  A simple analysis of 20

random H/T and angle settings for A and B, is

shown in Table 3.  For example the colours  in the

top line of Table 3 are Red/Green, both with

100% certainty, so will have 0% correlation. Line 2

Orange/Buff are clearly very close so ~ 94%. Line

4 = Sand/Red is on the border line of correlation

or anti-correlation, so has a ~50% probability. 

TABLE 3.  A/B Correlations.  20 Typical Cases.

BOB Heads
/Tails

ALICE Heads
/Tails

Relative
Angle

A/B Colours Correlation
Percentage

0
o Heads 180

o Tails 180
o Green/Red 0%

150
o T 120

o Heads 30
o Orange/Buff 94%

0
o Heads 150

o T 150
o Green/Orange 5%

90
o T 180

o Heads 90
o Sand/Red ~50%

60
o T 60

o Heads 0
o Yellow/Yellow 100%

30
o Heads 180

o T 150
o Lime/Red 3%

120
o Heads 30

o T 90
o Buff/Lime ~50%

90
o Heads 90

o T 0
o Sand/Sand 100%

180
o T 60

o Heads 120
o Red/Yellow 20%

60
o T 90

o Heads 30
o Yellow/Sand 97%

180
o Heads 180

o T 0
o Red/Red  100%

0
o Heads 90

o T 90
o Green/Sand ~50%

30
o T 0

o Heads 30
o Lime/Green 98%

120
o Heads 120

o T 0
o Buff/Buff 100%

150
o Heads 30

o T 120
o Orange/Lime 20%

60
o T 150

o Heads 90
o Yellow/Orange ~50%

180
o Heads 0

o T 180
o Red/Green 0%

120
o Heads 60

o T 60
o Buff/Yellow 77%

30
o T 60

o Heads 30
o Lime/Yellow 95%

60
o T 0

o Heads 60
o Green/Yellow 77%

Weak measurement correlations of 20 cases, each relative

setting case repeated min 5 times at random for each of 5

different observers. Relative angles (bold) were correlated

but A and B data were pregnant with the local inequalites.

The test was subjective and figures averaged. At setting

differences 0o>90o the percentages shown are the inverse

of 'anti'-correlation. (see also Fig 4 & Appendix A).

The range 180o > 0o is analogous to charge value

from positive to negative, or maximum and



minimum energy intensity. For EACH detector, as

the electron plane approaches 90o to the particle

propagation axis the 'rate of change' of the

interaction position reduces non linearly with

respect to the energy (angle) change rate. The

change of interaction angle between the particle

and detector field 'dipole' orbital planes

(representing helical paths) then results in the

non-linear rate of change of angular momentum

transfer.  The setting angles on Bob and Alice's

detectors are not then all equivalent in terms of

resultant energy distribution found. We then

reproduce; E(a,b) = -cos(a,b).  Figure 4 shows the

subjective but classical violations plotted.

A revolving sphere has a distribution of OAM

transferable on interaction which decreases non-

linearly towards the poles, but the EM field of a

sphere is toroidal. The 'discrete field' model

employed identifies the magnetosphere/

ionosphere or 'surface charge' electron

distribution at rest in the frame of the body as

the modulating influence on particle state.

The actual orbital 'position' of the approaching

charge at any instant is arbitrary (around the

ring) but when setting the 90o detector angle on

the propagation axis, 180o and 0o are set as

relative datum maximum and minimum. The

relative positions then become relative 'energy

levels' in the statistical accounting process.

Probability mass is then equivalent to energy

intensity.  The positive charge (designated Red)

will always produce a higher intensity than the

negative change, indeed by the cosine of the

relative field angle, which is Malus' Law.

6. Analysis

Where the energy (angle) difference from any

datum is very small; the 'change' of energy level

is also small so the relationship has high certainty.

Near maximum angle difference (180) certainty

of the anti correlation also reaches maximum.

The switch point is then 90o in both 'absolute'

and relative setting terms. The the local non-

linearities at A and B are then combined to give a

'compound' inequality, which similarly resolves to

the same cosine relationship which gave rise to

them. The finding should represent an even

simpler tautology than Bells own with no 'new'

mathematics, but infer that data available for the

WM method is too limited to allow complete

understanding. 

Entanglement as an apparently irrational effect

arose from the assumption that randomly

emitted singlet state (H/T) particles are; a)

different and b) can't be changed. In angular

momentum both a) and b) are at once both true

and false. Non mirror-symmetry means that both

particles carry both spin states, one on each

'side'. Hardy's paradox uses the inherited QM

assumptions of conserved spin state finding so,

while correct in it's own domain, we find nature

is not constrained to that domain.

The Bell inequalities themselves are conserved

with a constrained domain as inequality limits

from randomness. The theorem is constrained by

nature, which exposes an incompleteness in

QM's description of 'superposition' and 'singlet'

states. Binary 'single gauge' measurement data

also ignores Gödel's n-valued logic, itself implying

a Bayesian quantum distribution. As Nature is 3D

the terniary and higher order data is required to

decode quantum noise and increase Shannon

FIG 4: Results plots from the (Fig 3) classical subjective

classroom experiments loosely reproduce the classical

numerical case relating angle setting as intensity, which

violates the Bell inequalities. Malus' Law emerges. Note;

anti-correlation is shown as 0 >50%. (see also Appdx A).



channel capacity.  We are here fundamentally

considering the equivalent of 2D correspondence

between a circle and a line. Parallel lines normal

to a radius and equally spaced will intersect a

circumference with a cosine curve non-linearity.

In 3D the correspondence is between a plane and

twin helical paths. But the model also suggests

mathematics can only approximate nature as

each continuous helical charge path curve is

formed by a higher order helical path in recursive

quantum gauges for spin/orbit angular

momentum. The model can decode 'noise' in

distributions between binary 'positions' but never

reduce uncertainty to zero, consistent with

Gödel's incompleteness theorem. A limit to

causality will then remain.  

Each cosine probability distribution curve will

itself be imperfect and retain a higher order

probability distribution, which itself will retain a

higher order uncertainty, in fractal gauges

possibly to a Planck scale limit. Binary

mathematics predicts a 50:50 result from a

sequence of coin tosses, so is then only an

approximation to nature. Our physical and logical

derivation here represents the initial conceptual

model stage as the precursor to a valid mathe-

tical description. Approaching our simple logical

hypothesis in the manner of Bell, CHSH ('a or b')

or the spin statistics theorem, beautiful as they

are, can't reveal the same insight; real particulate

dynamics require two 'halves', which may be

considered as vortices or spinors; a+b, because

motion (spin) does have non-zero spatial extent.

As toroidal topology may be constructed from

opposing vortices the intriguing possibility

emerges of the bonding of  condensed conjugate

fermions where they meet tip to tip, so do not

then instantly annihilate at the Debye length.

Multiple toroids are known to also bond. Wide

areas for investigation are opened up, and we will

discuss further implications elsewhere.

7. Main Implications.

In limiting what we could 'say' about a particle it

was assumed 90 years ago that ‘spin up' and 'spin

down' described two different 'states', not two

different 'ways of looking' at one state. QM

assumed 'spherically symmetric' particles with no

other 'structure' because what 'quantum spin

state' means could not be specified but is not

considered as simple 'rotation'. We now know

more about particle dynamics. Our new proposal

invokes Chirality of angular momentum NOT

invariant to orientation. OAM and 'spin' then

morph seamlessly from gauge to gauge, always

subject to relative scale, orientation and state of

motion of the 'observer'.  A valid 'measurement'

can then only be acquired after a local physical

interaction.  Precise definitions of detection and

measurement and implications of ∆λ for frame

transitions < gamma are discussed in [9].

As electrons may have unique 'states of motion'

relative to other matter each may also then

scatter EM fluctuations to c. The particle centre

of mass rest frame is then the local datum for the

speed limit c. Special Relativity is then conserved,

consistent with the quantum mechanism but the

'influence of state' at-a-distance is constrained.

The 'discrete field' model then suggests marginal

re-interpretations of both QM and SR by applying

the principle of influence of local dielectric media

consistently, including in the local diffuse QV

frame of 'space'. Convergence of each theory to

unity may then have required only more rigorous

application of both Observer Dependence and of

Local Reality. The free surface electrons of

detector as the initial points of contact may be

considered  “part of the system being measured”

(Copenhagen interpretation) and influence the

findings far more significantly than assumed by

the ability to switch R/Y findings.  Rigorous

analysis such as  that of Clauser–Horne–

Shimony–Holt (CHSH, 1969 [14])  admits the

possibility of secondary structure. However the

assumption that secondary effects may be

combined in a single operator appears to be false.

A diffuse medium merely has a longer 'extinction

distance' in which the arriving state is modulated,

as discussed in J. D. Jackson (1975 [15]) . We

further rationalise DFM dynamics in Jackson 2014

[16]. Continuous Spontaneous Localisation (CSLL)

then mediates constant propagation at c (CSL).



The postulates of the Special Theory of Relativity

(SR) are recovered but consistent with an

absolute rate of time but non-absolute dielectric

medium (quanta) rest frames of all matter

including 'detectors'.  The effects of detection

interaction are implemented prior to making any

'measurement' by computation against time. Any

motion of a detector in the ambient medium is

not required to influence EM propagation speed

prior to local interaction with the detectors EM

field.  The case of detection using polarised filters

demonstrates the false assumption we identify:

Two polarised filters at 90 degrees block all light,

but inserting a third between the two at 45o

'anomalously' then allows light to pass through

all three!  The change is NOT due to some bizarre

quantum behaviour but is caused by the effects

of the filter field orientation on the light. The

filters do not just 'block' but modulate the

angular momentum. The new 45o filter between

the first two may be seen as rotating the

polarization. The experiment by Weihs et al

(1998) referred to above focussed on precise

timing of setting selection between dispatch and

arrival of the singlet particles. Weihs reported

that “Applying a voltage causes a rotation of the

polarization of light passing through the (electro-

optic in that case) modulator by a certain angle

proportional to the voltage .” Our hypothesis

explains why and derives profound implications. 

We may also say that orthogonal filters produce

destructive interference by superposition. The

first filter ensures consistent polarisation. If the

second is at 90o then ~zero intensity results,

precisely as our hypothesis. As OAM gives a

helical 'path' in 3D either rotation of the helix or

delay from any particle interaction will change

the phase. The phase shift effect may be

visualised by observing superposed identical

helices as one is rotated, or is moved axially.

Amplitude or detectability' is then reduced.  All

surfaces of matter have some degree of free

electron 'charge'. Pure free electron-positron-

proton plasma possesses both a high coupling co-

efficient so high 'optical depth', and also high

'transparency' (Fresnel index n~1) which gives a

very low electromagnetic (EM) profile. Electron

rich transition zones then provide domain limits

or 'surfaces-last-scattered' for local propagation

of EM fluctuations to the Proper speed limit c.

The potential for pure 'light' plasma shocks and

haloes to produce the effects of dark matter has

been identified. In our case we invoke the

modulation effects of Raman inelastic atomic

scattering at and to c. The variables invoked are

not strictly hidden and are universal not local but

we propose a modified statement;

“The observable variables of spin reversal and

non-mirror symmetry of angular momentum are

required to reproduce all the predictions of

quantum mechanics.”

8. Summary and Conclusions

We have shown that non-mirror symmetry (N-

MS) of angular momentum (AM) and electron

‘spin flip’ imply that revised fundamental

assumptions of QM are needed. A dichotomy

identified between the spin ½ particle concepts

of ‘superposed’ and ‘singlet’ states is identified

and resolved by allowing quantum AM the same

N-MS properties of all AM. Spin direction is then

a function of observer orientation or axial

propagation direction in the same way that

Earth’s rotation is both clockwise and

anticlockwise. Our finding implies that so called

‘singlet state’ particles are identical.    We show

that as detector field electrons are also spin ½ the

‘finding’ of direction of momentum transfer is

subject to field orientation, which can be

reversed subject to detector setting.  The

assumption inherited by John Bell was then

wrong, and no ‘state reduction’ or superluminal

communication is required. Local phase lock and

tomographic effects at <c are unaffected.

We show that evidence is not accessible to

statistical ‘weak measurement’ methods but can

be found in single time-resolved photon

experiments. A ‘discrete field’ model (DFM) is

implied with  predictions of anomalous findings,

which have been borne out in both the Aspect

and Weihs experiments, but the data was



discarded or ignored in both cases as not

explainable by present theory. Problems with

established theory limiting experimental

interpretation are highlighted.  A simple

‘classroom experiment’ needing only a coin,

coloured pencils and paper is described and

results analysed. The Bell limit on such classical

derivation is shown to be violated. However a

Gödel n-value distribution is shown to apply

between all binary cardinalisations in recursive

gauges, so retaining reduced quantum 'noise' or

uncertainty gauge in a deterministic and 'Locally

Real' universe. We have described how the DFM

reliance on domain limits formed by local Raman

electron scattering modulations to <c and the

limit gamma enables convergence of classical and

quantum physics. 
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Appendices

APPENDIX A. EXPERIMENT 2. 

USING A SPECTRAL DISC AND 22.5O INCREMENTS.

1. Alice's detector dial is a 180o half 'ring' with

one slot. She makes a choice and turns the slot

position to that EM field setting angle. An instant

after the angle is set the random singlet state

spin half particle arrives and 'interacts', by

slotting in behind the dial with either the Heads

or Tails side facing the dial and slot. The H/T

decision may be made far away with a coin toss.

Bob does the same further away with the

opposite state particle.

2. The particle orbiting charges +1 (green) and -1

(red) are represented by a coloured disc. The half

facing the back of the dial has a sequential Red to

Green spectrum with Head & Tails sides opposite,

so non mirror-symmetric (red behind green and

vice versa (see Fig.5). One 'decider' at a time

represents the photo-multipliers, watching the

'slot' in the dial (ideally having seen no other part

of the experiment).

3. When a colour appears in the slot the choice

must be made;  Is it nearer to Green, or Red?

(up/down). The setting angles freely selected

correspond to; 0o = green,  22.5o = lime,  45o =

yellow,  67.5o = gold, 90o = sand, 112.5o = buff,

135o = peach,   157.5o = orange,  and 180o = red.

The chosen Red or Green (R/G) box is ticked and

the setting angle is recorded beside the tick. 

4. Alice works the dial and a student decides R/G

subjective each time. Most choices are fair, and

the results are intuitive; If Red or Green show

(180o/0o ) both are ~100%. Orange or Lime (22.5o )

are still very easy for most, so each get ~97%.

With Peach or Yellow (45o ) there is rather more

uncertainty, so ~88%. Buff or Gold (67.5o )? quite

tricky, so less than 30% confidence. At Sand (near

90o ) we 'bottom out' at 50:50. Five observers had

min. 10 selections each, avoiding familiarity bias. 

5. For analysis of Alice's local results; single

particle experiments find violation of the Bell

inequalities (that in itself problematic for QM's

assumptions). Note that 'numbers' representing

charge energy, from +1 to -1 can be substituted

for colours for simplicity and precision. (Malus'

Law re-emerges; Intensity ∞ cos^2θ).

6. We have violations at local 'absolute' angles for

A and B but we now need the RELATIVE angle

correlation violations. Here we employ the

'particle' spectrum. Take any one angle and

simply superposed the A,B data. All identical

settings then have perfect correlation, and

'opposite' findings perfect ANTI-correlation (i.e.

Red v Green). We are simply setting a new

relative datum at each angle selected.

7. For the 90o = 50% correlation let's use 45o

(Yellow). 90o  away from 45o  is 135o  (Peach). So

we ask the question; Does Peach correlate/anti-

correlate with Yellow? (is Peach closer to Yellow

than it's spectral opposite?). Uncertainty is

maximised as peach is 90o away! But at say ~120 o

(Orange) 'anti-correlate' has over 75% certainty.

Whatever the angle (colour) chosen, the 90o

relationship remains, i.e. Correlating A,B,= 90o

(Sand) we find full A,B, result correlation, but

deciding if red/sand 'correlates' (relative 90o ) is

as hard as; sand/red, so 50:50. The outcomes

seriously violate the Bell Inequalities.

FIG 5: Spectral Disc. One semicircle (left or right side)  is

used each time (Heads). The back of the disc (Tails) has

the same colours but is non-mirror symmetric. The blue

dotted lines at 90 degrees rotate in unison maintaining

the 90o angle.  A/B correlation at any angle one blue line

is set to then gives maximum uncertainty at 90o.



APPENDIX B.

COMMENTS ON THE PARTICLE MODEL INVOKED

AND IMPLICATIONS.

We specify 'singlet' pairs based on orbiting

dipoles 'entangled' only by Chiral handedness of

orbital angular momentum on formation by a

Stern-Gerlach magnet or similar 'splitter'. The

pair may then be considered in the non

propagating case as toroid 'donuts' with opposite

bodily spin.  Propagation is on opposing linear

paths on the orbital OAM 'spin' axis, which gives

a notional helical charge 'path'. The OAM may

also be considered as propagated as the surface

of an expanding Schrödinger (Huygens)

'spherelet', which may be 'focussed as coherent

forwards scattering (CFS). We discuss largely in

terms of the toroid 'particle' description. OAM

axial orientations remain on the propagation

axes. The optical axis (observed 'source position')

is NOT tied to the wavefront normal so the causal

plane 'sphere surface' integrity is independent of

elliptical polarity and is conserved. 

Directional randomness of handed pair emission

is confirmed by local sample testing with a simple

analyser. Local 'entangled' field or phase lock

effects (tomography, 'quantum teleportation'

etc.) are proposed as distinctly separate effects

with propagation speed limited to <c and strictly

limited in range to perhaps the order of tens of

metres. Beyond communication range 'entangled'

properties are proposed inherent qualities such

as; scale, amplitude, wavelength (inferred from

'frequency'), OAM axis,  and (opposing)

propagation and spin directions. We have not

discussed a number of related aspects including

CPT, sample space, the relationship of Huygens

Construction to QED, magnetic moments and

anomalies. We also propose a spiral refinement

to the Wolff/soliton electron wave dynamic.

These subjects deserve further investigation and

discussion and will be covered in future work.

We give more detailed consideration to the

detector/analyser/filter and it's field. The 'setting

angle' dictates magnetic field line direction so

consequently EM field dipole/toroid free electron

orientation. Interactions during propagation can

also be considered as Coherent Forward

scattering, familiar from beam optics, or as

emitted Huygens spherelet surface OAM (so at

any scale). Logical connections between the non-

linear Schrödinger equation, Huygens mechanism

and the QED sum-over-paths description are

identified. The initial  interaction at 'detection'

may be seen as an exchange of OAM with the

detector field the magnitude of which changes

with relative angle. The OAM direction then

found will be relative to the modulator OAM

direction and subject to field strength. 

The new concepts are then 'relativity' of spin,

(non-mirror symmetry), reversal of detector spin

state at 90o setting, (spin ½ spin flip), and

intensity of OAM detected subject to relative

angle and field intensity.  We offer the

description that when the OAM exchange is from

‘face to face’ toroids (0 or 180o) the direction of

spin is certain and strong, but at 90o it is weak

with maximum uncertainty and a 50:50

distribution. The 720o recovery of state shown in

FIG 1 is indicative on the y axis. If an x axis

rotation of the detector also flips the spin

direction found then 360 degrees would be

required to find the opposing spin, so a 720o

rotation is required to recover the original state.

It is suggested that more complex bound hyper-

toroid dynamics could also classically reproduce

other spin states.

Probability has a direct correspondence with the

tangential angle of the curve at any point on the

cosine plot.  Probability increases towards

horizontal where rate of change of energy is

lowest so probability, which we may be

considered as certainty reduces to the vertical.

The simple correspondence of the line and the

circle re-emerges. The tangent at 90o is the

'vertical' at the minimum energy 'flip' point of the

cosine curve inequalities and electron spin.  


